10 Education Newsletters To Sharpen Your Teaching Game

Top Education Newsletters

The team at Education Slice have gathered links to some of the best education newsletters
here in one place, so you can browse and see which ones will help you keep abreast of your
profession. Presented to you in alphabetical order:

(1) Chalkbeat

(2) Education Dive

Chalkbeat has a slew of newsletters focused
on the geographic area it covers.

News and analysis for higher ed and k-12
leaders. Topics include online learning,
policy, ed tech, MOOCs, admissions, blended
learning and more.

The New York version seems to be the most
popular, but the national newsletter includes
a bit of everything, while the Detroit Week
In Review, has that obsessive quality that
you want in in a district-focused newsletter
about an area you might not otherwise know
much about.

For the latest Education news, views and intelligence, sign-up to
Education Slice.

(3) Education Slice

(7) Politico’s Weekly Education

Education Slice is a suite of daily education
news summaries designed to bring together
the best news, views and comment for
educators. Under its Principal News brand
there are also State-focused newsletters for
education proffesionals in Texas, California,
Illinois, the Carolinas, Pennsylvania and
Florida.

This popular newsletter blends original
content and other reporting. Delivered every
Monday by 10 a.m., Politico’s offering
examines the latest news in education politics
and policy.

The newsletters reach over 30,000
Principals, Teachers, Superintendents and
Senior Leadership Teams within additional
US states.

Co-founded by former CNN host and
education reform activist Campbell Brown,
The 74 is a nonprofit news website focusing
on education issues in the U.S.

(4) EdSurge

A relative newcomer on the scene, The 74,
which refers to the 74 million children in
America under 18 years of age, includes the
first-thing morning news roundup called
TopSheet.

EdSurge has a strong presence in the
edtech literature space. The design of its
site and publications is current and wellexecuted, which helps EdSurge stand out.
The writing style is also notable: intriguing,
clever, and to the point.

(5) Education Week
Education Week has host of newsletters
including The Savvy Principal, Teacher
Update, Tech Leader, Market Brief,
Curriculum Matters, and edBiz update.

(6) Hack Education Weekly News
Produced by current Spencer Education
Journalism fellow Audrey Watters, this
newsletter is deeply focused on the
intersection of education and technology.
Each week Watters gathers a wide-ranging
variety of articles from across the spectrum
of both fields.

(8) The 74

(9) The Education Gadfly Weekly
The Fordham Foundation’s Education Gadfly
Weekly is now in its 17th year, it has recently
introduced a new “what we’re reading”
section, which is a welcome addition.
The newsletter also includes a weekly
podcast, something few others manage to
pull off successfully.

(10) The Hechinger Report
The Hechinger Report covers inequality and
innovation in education with in-depth
journalism that uses research, data and
stories from classrooms and campuses to
show the public how education can be
improved and why it matters.

For the latest Education news, views and intelligence, sign-up to
Education Slice.

Education Slice

If you only subscribe to one newsletter on
this list, then we highly-recommend
Education Slice.
Their daily overview provides is great at a
national level with teachers Texas, Florida,
Pennsylvania, Illinois, California, and the
Carolinas enjoying state specific editions.

As noted in the bio it reaches over 30,000
Principals, Teachers and Superintendents
daily, many of whom have been readers for
several years, which clearly shows that the
highly motivated team at Education Slice are
doing something right!
Stay Informed. Save Time!
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